WealthTV secures Live Telecast for Twelve World-Class Boxing
Events with Hennessy Sports and GYM Promotions
SAN DIEGO, CA - WealthTV, the latest destination for boxing's premier live events,
announced today that it has secured the live US television rights for an initial twelve
world-class professional boxing events scheduled for 2012 and 2013 from Hennessy
Sports and GYM Promotions. WealthTV will air live six select dates from GYM
Promotions' wildly popular boxing series "Fast and Furious", featuring top rated fighters
from across North American. In addition, WealthTV is schedule to air live an additional
six dates with UK based Hennessy Sports from its "Next Generation" series.
WealthTV, demonstrating that it's dedicated to becoming a powerhouse in world-class
live professional boxing, is gearing up to showcase multiple fight cards each month. In
July, WealthTV featured two live events. On July 7th the network featured top rated
and undefeated UK heavyweight Tyson Fury against Vinny Maddalone, a Hennessy
Sports event, to its US audience. A week later, WealthTV PPV featured Anthony
Mundine v. Bronco McKart IBF North American Middleweight Championship
representing the networks first live pay-per-view. According to Robert Herring, CEO of
WealthTV, "We're dedicated to featuring the best boxers from around the world for our
viewers. As we ramp-up, we anticipate airing 20 to30 live events in 2013. Hennessy
Sports is allowing us to deliver on that promise."
The "Fast and Furious" boxing series is scheduled to air on select Friday nights with the
Hennessy Sports European series airing live on select Saturday afternoons. WealthTV
and Hennessy Sports are scheduled to feature at least four live airings in 2012,
including on September 21, October 12th, October 27th, and December 14th.
WealthTV's live telecasts are available nationally on Verizon FiOS TV, channels 169
and 669 in HD, AT&T U-Verse TV, channels 470 and 1470 in HD, along with over 100
cable systems across the country.
About WealthTV
WealthTV is the premier lifestyle and entertainment network -the destination for
exclusive and original programming, simultaneously transmitted in high definition and
standard definition. WealthTV delivers to viewers informative shows that provide
invaluable insights on what every American dreams of - from travel secrets to fast cars,
from outrageous homes to live events, and much more. The network fills a television
vacuum by delivering intellectually stimulating, thought-provoking entertainment and

always-unbiased news from an insider's perspective. For more information, please visit
www.wealthtv.com.
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